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10. Axiomatic 'Ap;?roach to D .rn,1iaics.
The deduction of the laws of nature from general principles

has been the goal of physics from the time of Euclid and Prist~tle.
starting vii th E'ICl id, Ari st0tle, Newton, Ec.d!ngton and Einstein,
we can follow it down to the recent axiomatic appro ache s to
P4ysics, axiomatic field theory in particular.

In quantum field theory, the main success has been in quantum
electrodynamics, where the basic equations are derived from Maxwell's
classical electrodynamics; the success of quantum electrodynamics
is in deriving new results ftom old enuations. The emission of
radiation, the scattering of light by free and bound electrons,
the La''!);.) shift in the ground state of the hydrogen atom, and ·the
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron are sOme of the successful

ed from just the first few terms of this infinite series, i.e. the
lowest-order Feynrnan oiagra~s, 'anr these results still seem to fit

However, in quantum electrodynamics, one encountered in-
finite changes in the effectivE mass and in the strength of inter-

have no useful way of calculating; in weak interactions, also,
the methods of quantum electrodynamics are not applicable, as the



finite result obtained woulo depend on the recipe used in calculat-
ing it. On the other hand, we expect that some features general
and universal, common to all types of interactions, should exist
in a correct theory 0 f quanti zed fie Ids. Ralat ivi stic invari ance
in itself seems to be a satisfactory principle (although the
particular structure of the dynamics used is not so); we must look
for a relativistic dynamical theory for quantal systems.

W0 start by looking at classical dynamics, where the trajee-
tory of a particle is described by giving the displacement JC as.
a function of the time t. '1'°1'~ vOol'J.esof JL (t) and )C (t) may-
be chosen arbitrarily, but then the value of JS (t) would be fixed
by the dynamical equation

x (t)

the' 'initial conditions' " may be written

)C (-1:) = jl (:x [to) J :t (-t 0') J-t)
The Gcneralization of all this to more complicated systems

involves two distinct features. First one may try to find out
symmetry proDerties of the system (8.g. the ?roperty that for a
"central force' " the system i~ invariant under rotations about
the centOre of force) and rr'late them to conservation laws (r-J. g. in
the above" the rohat ional invariance implie s the conservation 0 f
angular momentum).



contains an additional interactioD term, while the total linpar
~ --:lo

momentum t) and the total angular momentumT are still e:X9ressed

as the sum of the linear momenta and the angular mom2nta of the

individual
~

like r part ic Ie s.
~

and T ) are terr.Jed kinematic variables, 1.rhi.le variables

In H"'Lilt.Jnian (:Jr 'canonical') dynamics, one writes a pair

of (sLulltaneous) first order differential equations in two vari-

QJj (9( )r J-t )
'0 \'J .r c-t) - '0 H c ey ) r ;-r)

() C\I
dynE'.mics may then be Vl suali z\:~din

---t------~ CV
Hcli.1iltoni an dynamics may be conveniently expre s sed in



\\Tritten
r~[rJHJ

transforms; i.e. one looks at the c.ifferent possible choices of
coordinate systems that lea-p the general dyna~ics of the system

gram was to reduce dynamics to a form in which there would be rr£
arbitrary forces, and no action at a distance. SJmcwhat as in
current element ary part i.c1(3 physic s, virtual Dart 1.cles were intro-
duce~, usin~ which, all interactions could be expressed in terms
of contact interactions. Apart fr~m a few arbitrary constabts
(to be de termined from t?xperirrent ), all the dynami c s was suppo sed
to follow from the theory.

ed by the eouati.ons
ey=.oH

7>\-:l

where 4> is a dynamic al vari able (C"'_l'J; hence a f~nct ion 0 f q; and r )



Iere ey,p) co [ <p) HJyt-

by the foll01Ning pro'Jert i es:

(i) it is bilinear; i.e. [1A }-:B] = 'A[A.J13J ~
LA) f BJ ::::~ [ A J13] ~ [(A J+ A ~).I B] = [A I~B] + [ A ~-'TI J
or more succinctly,

IT ~ I A I + /\2-A L) )]3J = ~\1 [A,.; 13] + ~2. [A 2..)13] (i)

write

Cf (G\tctJ) pC r» =: fC 0) +t~(0) + ~~~ C D)+ - - - - - - -- . -

-::: Cf Co) +t ~(0) -+ 0 (t2
) to orders

[ t2 and above (2)

the~ we may expect that
2....

If Cf( 0) -:::0/ ~ 0

crct) > 0"/

tants of motion, then LA, BJ is also one, i. e. if (4, H] = 0
and [1', HJ -= 0 then it fol10\..,5 that I..<'A, B), H_7 -=' O. Any



•
transformation on the syste" that leaves the noisc;on 1Jracket(A,BJp.B

invariant is called a cano0ical transformation. Ex~ressed in

cPo +
A , it may be written

'~\ [ <p .> A ] -+- A 2 [[. cp J H] J A ] -t - - -(1)

, I )ro duct I I [A, BJ \I!hich is bi line ar, anti symmetri c and obeys the

J;"cobi identity. EX<~,,11)10S of such r:;.uantities are:
-+

A x B the vector 9roduct of two vectors

[A, BJ -= ~ (AB - ··jA) where A and B are two

To ~ive this additional structure, we define a multiplica-

t ion between tvlO rectors in such a manner that the 9rOduct is

-, -+
could define the oroduct of vectors A c:,-nd B ::'.s the Poisson

bracket [!. BJ



L W('

[AJ3J(crJr)=(~ ~
) r; ~. veyA"O ps

We note that this definition

B "vith res1)ect to 'V and

[ Accy) J 13CCyl]L.t 0
where L.b. indicates a general ~Lie bracket.

Ex. [ CL-) B(t)~)J fi::: 0
--P.:<,r

element B ( cy ] r)
An element that has a vanishing brackpt with every element

of a L1: Al~ebra is called a neutral element.

must be a multiDle of the icentity I.

[The proo f is cJirect. Coasi der an element

that ( )( (cy ) r) ) b{ ~) 1'7)] == 0
a) T;:(C' B:= CV

X(CV.Jf}
for all B.

-~ =0l>r
OX::::.. 0
~CVa multinle of I.

q.E.D. 7

[ 'I.>GV J =0 or

[X~ rJx :=

* Jordan anc. SUdarshan: ~ 'f. ~1;d. P\rs. 33~ S-!5", (ICiS))



· [ A, BJ = 'A CAB - B)\), a neutral element may

When A and B ~re '~ll' finite ~imensional matricns, t~is is

e s senti ally the same as ~x. L but we may have a subco l1ect ion 0 f

4. Pqsitive Linear Functionals as St'ltes.

Ir ell the a )ove we have be,con (lealing with equat ions 0 f

£ (A) + t (B)

II f2 (A) ~ c (?t A)

mapping induced by ~ultipli0ation of an element bv a num~er is a
oY\h:>

ma~ping of the Li(.~ AL','.'brajitself

Tnis rrnappd:ng0 f elements on to a real number we call a

"Real linear functional or marypimg' '. We may expect that to the

unit eleme'1t (i.e. A ~I \ must correspond the number one,

Le. 8 (1) ::: 1.



by the rule for assigning numbers to ':)hysicalquantities. (11l3 may
note that in qU2ntum ~echanics, an expectation value is dofined in
terms of both the dynamical v~riable (i.~.the 9hysical quantity)

If this 'pr~duct' ~6rc tak~n to be the Llc brackp.t, thGn it would
vanish (since [A,BJ is a::tisymmetric , it follows that L.fI, AJ o.
T 'us to Gxpress a c::Jnrlition of the form abo'Tp we must oefine a

'~vrd.inary" ')roduct (inc.ic2.tedby a dot). 1. e., It is not enough
that the vector space be converted into a Lie Aleebra by giving

product with the properties that:
a) the multiplication involved must be associative, and
b) it must be such th2t we are able to fulfil the require~ent

1> (t) = {1Ct))2 ~ 0

* W,: introouce the term ':;te.tes'to stres s that we are not
referring to a state in the se~ce of Q.K.



Lot us exam _De the implications of this reauirement.
2W!'itc A :: A. A, A ,hJln: some nynam1cal variable. F~l'

"lso n2,ve 2

[A(tlf-.ZACO) + +CA)Il]+O(P)1
::: [A ( 0) j 2-+ 1; 2 it (0) . [ A J HJ +- [ A J III ' AC 0)}

+ OCt).)
vh~••ote that in the evolution 1ifith tim'":',the squ8.re of a physical

a later time (L.c. the re~uirpm~nt that
would De fulfilled) _.r;ly if iifehave

where A, B, C ,~re ar8itrary~dynam~cal variables. 11.r.. operation of
this kind is called a "derivation' '. L- Tho rGason for this is
that the charact~ristic of or~in8ry 0erivation of differentiation

O' is that
o(A.13)



Putting to;ether all the above requirements,
Wl

we de fine /' '.AB,STFL~CTDYN.f\l\U': S " ;~.S a vector sua:ce(0 f a set
.)f c'1ynamicalvariables) ,;tth a structure defined by mUltiplication
in the form 0 f a Lie bracket (.~1ich make s the vector space a Lit">.
algebra), suuplemented by the concept of the 'ordinary' product,
with the Droperty of deri ration between the ordinary and Lie-bracket

for simplicity, the sat of points in ordinary 3-dimensional space.
A set of Doints here is 8aid to be 'convex', if the join of

t:~d.1
UN "90 rTrD"8:D



-+ -+If A, B
1\ .,.1 ~

1\ A -t IA 13
spocify any two points of thi""s,::;t,then if the

is also in the set for all )\ ) ~ ~ 0 ) then
the set of 00ints is a convex cane.

~ ~ ~If the vector A A + ~ B is in the set for \-C:= 1 - t"

wi th 0 < ~ < \ then the set 0 f point s is a conveN. set. ('rhus a
conV3X cone is necessarily a convex set, but the converse is not

)TOperty of being convex; the boundary is defined by the set of
points each of which has so~r n8ighbourhood not completely contained

the segment), and hence cc"nnot be expressed by a SUll 0 f the form
~ ~

~ A + \Jv D } rL::\- ~) 0 ~ ~::- I ) A- * B i. G. (D2FINI'T'T')~T)
--1.....l -l

X::AA -tC\-A)~)
-+ ~
B , then the point Xis

-+ -+A, B specify any two points of a set, then if



considered previously constitute a convex set.
(1) (~)F~)r if ~ and 2 are two linear functionals satisfy-

defined by
6c A) =- A~\( AJ + (\- ~')E(2)CA)

provided that !\ is a real num1-)er o <: A ~ \---

the extremal ones and lie on seg~ents joining extremal elements .
•

~ing the usual type of vector space in that arbitrary line~r combi-
-.J .-J

nations are not allowed, but only com';inations 0 f the form 11fA +rt B

l.vithreal ~) yt- satisfying the conrlition A + r:::: \ 1.. 8.

only if A + ~:: I wj.ll t e CQ"1 lination ~ [: C r) + rt- f (2)satisfY
all the conditions satisfied by 2(1) and 0(2).



The a[J;Jroach in terms of line2T' functional~ is due to Sct:;al

(, tPost'..1.1atcs for quantut'1 mnch2.nics' '; /\nr.i...olsof M',t.r\s.1947); it
,.

is more general than tile approach of Von ,C.l::lann in t2rms of vectors

Gi,T':;D an.'! associative algebra (Le. one vlith thA prop.

A. CB . C) :.(A . B), c 1,re can always d"~finf; a l)raclu,t [A, BJ -= (AB - BA)

1'1(J de fi ne:

[A. R, CJ
obtain
[A ,BJC] = ( A·'B)· C - C.. (A .13)-A .(C·13)-+ A, (( ..13)

A Be - A C B + Ac B -L A 1)

A ' (Be - ( B) + ( A C -c A) • -5

A'[BiC] + [A)c].1)

1. c. TrY' bi ccl~.:;t [A, Bl is '> derivation wi th res~)ect to the dot

product.

S()in systems in Quc~ntu_ jA,·'chi:~~.icsare defined by the commuta-

tion relations l-:~)Tj l-= 1y«. for the comDonent s 0 f the angular

momentum operatT J.
--+ -J ~

J -= Oy1-r

( Ov 0 ) r 1<1 :: b d)< then L -r .~._)J~J
por""uta"tions of 1, ?, 2).

if Or J r .sat is fy

where Z, A \< are.) (l)

Nor:..:a1ly, in H:;i~to:~.ian mechanics we::;deal with 'Joisson

brackets of functions -1 (pJCY ) ~ C r..> --+~) of p and CV. W8

could equally well deal with functions )f J and P.~'s formed



(i ) [Jj ~ T -zJ = 1-:' [ T1 ) T'2- J + [ :r; .)J-z.l . ~
vhich can be e7aluated.

The equations 0 f motion for spin systems are of the form

~ [~J H (3)] cPl CT) )

J2= [J2) H (T)1 ~2-lJ) )
.

~3 (:r)T3:: L T3) ~C-r)J ::;
T~ JIL-TJ2'l.+I3L. is a constant of motion (A, say) and hence

• , <

2J\T,+ 2 J;_T.,2 -+-2 J
3
J

3
-=-- 0 -which is a non-linoar equation.

As [H L =J) ) HCT) ] =- 0 we note that H (1) is also a const2.nt

of the motion, := B, say.

J
l

und J2 are expressed as functions of A, Band J3 and

we obtain the equation for J3 as

being the same as ~?> (::r)

Th~ sJlution of this is



--+dimensional sDin S representations of the oDerators T. Consider
the symetrized po1ynomina1s in these finit~ dimensional matrice~;

2thene are only (26 + 1) . ~uch linnarly independent polynominals.
Ana th:::.ircomutators can be; "xnanclcd in terms of them. il'l8 have
then a sequence 0 f finite dL T .r: '.;iona1LL~ :::'lciebrasj"( s wi th di'!1en-
sion (25 + 1)2 for S ~ ), 1/2, 1 Those are really Lie

a vector space in which a procuct (A~ B) is defined which is a
(bilinear) ma~~ing of a Jair of vectors dnto a numoer, the product

separability) :
(~A) )AB)--

(/0" +~'2) 13)

(A)3 )

. .:>ikA ~ (A) B)

C ~~ \.) B) +(A:J.) 13)

(B;; A)*'

space( which can bG converted into a Hilbert space of a 's:"'lallert

number of dimensions).



A ( f ) of ar operator f in a st ate A is defined by

A C f ) -= ( ~, ~ f), r"
-.)

F:>r f =

where
~

i. e. the

the unit oporator f.( +) -= (li, 1~)

is an opers.tor, then J\( f ) = ~A,

W~ note that in a Hilbert soace, if a vector A is multi-

plied by a number ) , then the Gxpecta.tion value of a c1Ynamical

II) 12.variable in a state given by the v,-ctor 11. is multi9lied by 1\

(It may also bs noted th~t in a Hilbert space, it is not

just one v~ctor but a whole family of v0ctors that corresponds to

e?"CX

A determines the same expectation
ha ~ase difference between vectors is

A.

)c.'

expression bel01,r) is

where f~( r J 1') is the dynamic:11 vRrial::lle of interest.

(Note: Li quantum rrcch~nic;::, in V::>J. !\Tr;umann's T-lilbert .space

formulation the ex;>ectation value is ~)ilinr-ilr in ""-0/-

('\.vhich charact~rises the st2.te.) Thr-1 c.dvc:;.r.taee of



Q. 2.) Gi~0n any a~stract ~lgebra, C2n it be, pxpr8ssed

in terms of a Hilbert space?

operators in a Hilbert space, but that a Hilbert space is not

suffic ient to 08 s:cr-Lbe com'Jlete ly all DO s si ble forms 0 f dyna.rnic s

-I-
where we note (i) that At I is a matri.x, and (i1) that the mapp-

faml"ly of v'":ctors ()l°"A , ,.J tc l:J '"' re::.l, go over to the same operator /\,\ •

Tn~.' '::~~,J0ctation value \(f) of a dyn2Jnlcal variable f in a

state A is [;iven by CI\.,j-) -+ T J(. (f ft t )

formulation goes over into the...•..• --



a1;le f is

f(9I~r) 0=[ to H]p.Qr
where the Poisson bracket [A 0] - 2) A 0'1) -.'- '0 A 613

J - vq;~r 00 ~
has the properties of (i) beinc; bilinear, (il) ~eing distributive,

•

produc t 1\;. B, which n8 s the following -propertie s:

(a) it is distributive, Le. (/\, A,+ A1..,A:2-).'B=r::\,(A\.'BJ .
" --\-1\2(11' .•..::5)

(b) it is associative, Le. (l". B) C := A. (B. C)

(c) A.A ~ 0 (and :: 0 only if A- 0).

(d) the L10 brack~t defined by the properties (1) - (ili)

linear equation.
f (ey) ~) ~ [ j- ~H]

which has the formal solution

L = L + t.[ f) \-JJ +. £ '"Lf \1J J t-\}Jr Jo 1.3:: ~ . ~
For a po::i tive defini te function f ' f:= ~ :L., Ive

for all t.

w~ C~_L no",r define linear functionals on the system by

saying that given A, J\ is,,£. p-ped on to 2 (A),



(i) S ()\) is normalized, 1. e. 2 (1) -= l-

(i i ) C ( 1\)2 ~ 0 and -= 0 0nly i fA:: (),

(iii) £ (~IAI -t ~:J-A,-)= 'A \ E( AI) +'A2.(( A--)
With 2. suitably defined f ( ey ) r) we can always wri te

10 (A) =- H fCq"r) A ceyJr)c1vpdcy
Ex. If fcaIJ~) ==- cSCQ/-CVoJ 5(r-~~)i%~eCA) =-~~6Cq-Jo)r ,- Y 6(r-£~)dv

=- A feyoj ro} Thus this statf~ c:. cor,responds to the fam1\t~r

C\t 'h3.vin;; the values" C}- 0) r 0 On

the other hand gtven any state P C CVJ r) we may think 0 fit being

made up out of thp combination ~ f cLcyo &~ 0 fC CVo.J r~). Epocyo
where 1:-\1'"\"'" is the state represe~ted above. We alsoc,., IJD 0\to -

verify that these states constitute a two parameter infinity of

}) we may write
t

EtCA)=-: E ( PI bl with C' :: 2, \oThere Ct £ 1) and'~o

8(. b' are RWO different ways of conceiving of a time-dependent

expbctation value; 1.e. (i) viewed as 2t (A), it is of the nature

of a time-dependent (8xgectati~n) functional of an oper.ator A

which is independent of tililo, (ii) viewed as 2 (A1:--) , it is of

the form of a time-independent expectation functional of an opera-

tor At which varies with time.

in quantum mechanic s from a Schroding,,,r ::>icture (i) to a Hoi senberg

picture (ii). In classical mechanics, 1'1e have something similar,

namely, the passage from the H : ilton-Jc!cobi picture (corresponding



(1) SGgalts method of lini-;Rr functionals,

(2) The method of state vectors in a Hilbert space.

Denoting cn expectation value in a state ~

<A>1' fOL[AP,\,J \
ille note that p,; = l' lfl-. lfY~) t- ~(~-t ~)1t_ --v-zt \:: f "V

I f ~0.p had eigen value s? the se must be 0 and 1. Compar-

ing with Trt. (A f1}')INemake the correspondence

-lJGL Af'lVl ~C(A)

Nvtin~ that 1ft. L A r111 has all the properti e s required 0 f c: U~)

viz., it is line~r and distributive, and to e (1) corresponds 1,
T\t. [\ -,)1:::: TJLllfl}lt]::: Tll [~tCYJ ~ I ~ SJ~O

(Note: ----rft r = '2 ~)[fl:::L LVJI-~f~t=- 2- ~ / crR =-1 )
~ ~ n

H0uce in this special case, the formulation in terms of vectors in

approach in terms of linear functionals. In ~articular, we can

make use 0 f the analogous art i fie::; s here also. (Inci dentally



since r ~ 0 ) Tn.. ~ e 3 =- \) ~ can l1? always rliagonalized. )
-flY'd.

To the extremal elements, we note that if £1 and 22fi-
are aO!TI;ssi1:11eline2T furctionals then C' de fined as

A < \
)

is also ar. ad~issible linGQr functional.
\ HGre 1tle no+-e that r =. .~ f, + ( \- 7\) ~'L. lie s on the seg-

ment connecting VI and f 2..~ hpnce pis a non-extremal element.
But we note that if~'2=-~\and f;22:;:- Rz. are satisfied, then for p
as defined above, f2t p conv()rs~ly, a quantity f with the
property f ~P cannot lie on th", s8gffi(~ntjoining ~ I ,and PL·
Ik:nce p)... is an extremal elemer~t.

It may be shown that in finite dimensional s~aces this

number of dimensions, this is not true in general. Segal has
shown th~t for these in genGral the extremal elements do not corres-
pond tovectors in the Hilbert s~ace.

To see this \,re note th2.t because of the property, P;::::;. flV
the eigenvalues of ~~ can be just 1 ar.d O· and further,,
bec ause Tn f'Y~\ the eigen value 1 occurs just once and all
the other eigen values are 0 i. e. there is just one eigenvector1f with non-zero eigenvalue and this is given by

~~ 'Y=- -+.~
SU9Pose we do not have the above construction for f

but just think of f as a line2r functional, then r may not
,

have any eigenvector.



where A 0 \0 (rJ 'Y ) is the onorator corresryonding to the dYnamical

variable A ( r J er ')
it'~<:.inHe have the corre spondence

Aorccy) ---7 E CA) A (~o)

But then, this state correspon~s to a state with definite position,

function, ~('X) = 6(J{-'Xo)

It can be approximated arbitrarily closely by vectors in the Hil-
bert space but the "limit" lies outside the Hilbert space.
Thus~ as mentioned earlier, the Se~al formulation is slightly
more general than the Yon H'2umann formulation. We shall for the
time being consider only the S8bal formulation.

Consider a Hilbert SD<l,cewitb vectors 7 and with 'bounded
linear operators' (1!!hichmay be thought of as matrices - with fini-

I
te numerical elements -- in this first Hil~ert space). L~oel these

f r\"••••.•••• , /D) •.•••.••• .p) U are

(i)

(ii)

,i.e. if <f is any vector Ccp,) rCf) ~O

vectors spanning a second Hilbert space by defining the quantities
A +- B ).(r'A AI -t ~2-A7-) etc, and by defining a scalar product

(A, B) = Tn.. (A+ B)}



(i) U\t j\) )-- 0 which follows alhtomatically becau.::e

(A )Aj :::\rL ( Ai A) ~ 0

this is ensured by selecting the correct tyne of operators, i.e.

only those with a finite 'length' (For ex~mple, we cannot choose the

operator 1, whose length -= the di:rension of the space~ and

therefore equal to 00 for a Hilbert space). Thus, given the

first Hilbert space, the second one is deftned.

We have 0n analogue of this second Hilbert space in the

phase space of classical mi3chanics. The: numerical value ac:signed

to a dynamical variable A (ev) r) depends on a phase space den-

sit y func t ion f C ey } r); i tis 0 f tho form

) A ( 9r ~~) f ( ~J r) ctey cl ~

r being the density matrix. Both these can be thought of

as scalar products (,A.. J p)
Hilbert space.



of a pair of ordercr elements into? number.
NOIN we deal wi th a lino,T mapping of the form

A ->i:AA

fined and
">-,*'vlhere / \

.': *'. B* = (B.~:) * i. e . (A \ A. I t A '2. A 'l-) *- 7\ ~ A; -+- '"A;Az~

is the complex conjugate of /\1 G,,:;nsralisingthe

Assertion:
linear functional oVer the algebra, we can im~ediately get a Hil-
bert space and dynamical operators such that the expectation v2lue

•
comes out in a natural manner.

temporarily by LV ,V1 A) '1 B./ - - - - - - I such that the correspondence



~ A + ~13 -7 'Alf A -t ~ tVr3 .
l·/n note th2.t Ii stnn0s, not only for an operator but also

t.¥A ..)~B) 1Vt~----

Define (~A) l.\'~)==

for a vector, as a scalar product U, B) = (1'" Lf'e) can be defined.

Th<~vectors f. form a vector S Dace which becomes a Hilbert space

ole define a linear operator f'l on the " second Hilbert Space",

i.e., the Hilbert s')ace formed by ,:"the vectors 11.. ~ is defined

by its effect on ar.y vector 1..V1?

(Defini tion 0 f Jr )
which the R.H.S. is a known vector.

1Alc as sert that Jt (d3 LV eJ = ( eft ~) rc.
(Proo f. Jt- ((J)'\.Y c) ::: Jr LV \3.c =::: 1f A( 8. c.) and( Jto) ) '-\'c:: ~ (A . B)C

But A (B. C) = (A.B) C). The ~ssociative property of ~, ~, etc.

follows) •

.JJt'(f; . . .• in thi s space and
/

showing that these satisfy all the properties of expectation values.

/ir interc sting V;2ctor is the vector Sl ,,.,hich corre sponds



H'-'Hce D corrGsponds to the unit matrix in the second Hilbert

space: Cc.ll ~ the vacuum state or va:cuumvector; it is

~~ construction:

bounded operators; (iii) Th~ V2..cuu,,:vector {L. lvill be normm.lized

only if the linear functional assigns unity to the identity opsraT

Th0 construction:

A --+ D (1,)

(which is chosen such that ~(~l) ~ 1, for convenience) then

(ASL)(/~):= ~~t-(A)



f•• B --+ LYA.\3

c.nd the scalar Droduct ('\.YA) ~B ") == Sl- ( A*l3)
If ~A ..•...... belong to il THIbert ,space, then (L¥ A ?~ p..')? 0
for any posi ti ve operator II, 2.nd ('If A ')'If,Dr) <. DO i. e. ~,6., is

bounded. A plays a dual role, th2t 0 f a linear operator Jt and

that 0 f a vector 1VA in Ci Hi1bert f)·)3.ce.

Consider classical mechanics, wher2 dYnamical variables

~ ~A(qr+JclcvcLr
that it takes

But unity is not taken to unity, as < 1 > is divergent.

(One must consider only fU1ctions which f~ll off ranidly).

Under the car-onical trcDsform

A -7 A/\ -=: A +')[f-,:! H] -*- i\2-rlA;> 111) HJ+~~--)
. A' ~ L

< A > remains unchanged, as the Jacobian of the transform is 1.

although this Hilbert space is not the smne as the one in quantum

mechar:ics. lJJc; h:~V8 functions of the form {,f r)l...) ~ }rather than't('X-) ,

.But what matters is that we havE' a Hilbert space..



'vJe observe that the above set of operators, cA:) ~ etc.
are not exhaustivs. For we have

eft 6) -t 1,B

cK> Jf -t BJ..

and in classical mechrnics, :~B == B J1 ~nd hence.Jb-O?J and (RJJ{r
are the same; i.e. the operRtors corresponding to classical
dYnamical variables are cOmmutqtive. But ic a Hilbert space there
always exist non-commuting operators. Hence the above set does
not include all possible operators; the operators corresponding

example the operators 0 0 in this Hilbert space; but
'0 )?;f

these are not classical cttYnmnicalvariables.
Consider operators formed from CJ_

rJ 'det'
define an o'uerator ~ by

b ~,C 'tor) -~:C .gey A('!"rJ

ct A (cv'r)~ +i -%-rACt+)

dynamical varia~les in this scheme is much smaller than the set of



3. Gt~lilean lvI c~·l..i.;iC's in a Hilbert SDc..ce
For:nali sm.

there corresponds the num~er

f(A.t) - Et (A)
1.110 h:,vc 2lready noted that this may be interpreted ei ther

in (i) Tht-:'Misenberg Dicture; aEr 'i CAt) 1. e. as a timerinde-pen-

dent functional E: of an operator A t that varies with time,

or (ii) the Schrodinger ")ictur2, 2.S £-t(A) i.e. as a time-dependent

(ii,i) Tn" Wiun,-:;rc?icture, where the change of a system with time

is vi ewed as a change in the descri ption 0 f the system under a

ti~e translation; i.e. the syste~ is observed by different obser-

vers (',ritl1 different clocks); the question of an evolution in

time does not er.ter a~ t m2r01y l~bels the obsGrver; the system

is described :::t the sa,me 'intrinsic' time by different observers.
,

two different observers USing different coordinate systems, in con-

trast to the Dicture in which there is an actual rotation in spac~).



•define the set 0 f allowed 0bs,'rver s, or the set 0 f Ic::x.onical 0bser-

"(i) A time translation, slJeci fied by the parameter t
--J.

/'

( .. ) space tr 2_nslation) I' , , :x.
,~l a

~
(iii) a SDace roti1.tion, , , , , e

,

~
(iv) a uni form motior:., S98cified by a velociry v·

The testriction to uniform ~otion in (iv) is necessary, as the

motion must be such that a particle thRt is Ifre~1 for one observer

is 'free' for 'all equivalent observers. (Note; thp_t the concept of

circulr::.r) .

This fp~oily of equivalent observers is specified
~ .......•

values taken by the 10 parameters given by t, A e
)

by the
o

and V



tte two descriptions; for the continuous group of obsprvers we
require thc.t it may be 0 btained by interact ion 0 f infini te'.simal

mal canonical transformation, we consider the chRnge in
~

.4+ >- [A) H] -+ oC>~
B + >- L G) 11] + 0 C \1-)

-+ [A -t >- [A J HJ , b 1- ), L f',) tiJl
<- ), l[[A) 1-1] , 13J +LA ' [B) I-\JJj

+ oC>~ ~
['I, BJ + >-{ - (6)[AJMJ] -L.!',[ : ~JJ]
[!,' BJ <- j\ LI-\ ) [8) AJJby the Jaoo bi identity

[L, BJ + > [Lr'\)D] ) HJ
C + ~ [C) f1J + 0 C /- 2)

c == [..:,

infinitesimal canonical transfor~s. However, we ignore all but •
real transform~; then we can confine our attention to all trans for-



tr~lsformation; and the tr2nsformation with generator equal to
the negative of the generator of a given transformation is the

canonic8.1) obs;;rvers are char2cterized by ten "coordinates" (i. e.
~ ---?-

the different values of the parameters t,:x.-) 8 } :V )j

we pass from a fixed r2fGrence observer X tv :c~other observer
-) -;!> -»y (t))()e;l IJ) the correlation implied by the rule must not depend

on the particular observer, i.e. successive transforms between
observer s X -7 Y ;; Y -) Z must re suIt in a trans form X -l- Z that
is identical in form with the transform X -l- Y.



Ex. C~nsider the
0J'fJ
0- ~Jt.

Th,-:: St<lt8 vector ~t.
-y ':. It(-tj-yo _. u-t

where 'f:, "" 'fi.o and -U-
s,9ace of th2

~
IS.

at ti~e t is given by
C t J to). '\fo

W0 m~st require that
U Ct )t c.) U C to' t \) .::

In ~eneral, in cQnonic~l mechanics, we may not be able to
talk in terms of represent2tions.

T0 P2.SS from an 0 bs.:rver X to aL 0 bs·-rv8r Y, He a;>ply
--> -~ -~

the transformation rules to t, jt .I G / v the transform

SUJ~OS8 we characterize the transform
~

C -:> --3> )-t,) :x. I ) 8\) v-;
-) ~ -»

C A r<\ \Jby t 1..) 'l..) 0'2-) z-

La c -t) X);I (3 :;~)
~-7-:) .We wish to find Ct) x. ) e 'V ) 10 terms of the sets 1 and 2.) .



for Dure spac8 translation, ~ -0
-)

,ure spati al rotations, we £.§:gnotWTi te 8 -;;:.
t == -r, + t~ X I ""'" 'X. ~; For

e ,) 'I "J/)... , . as ·finit

observer s, then the rplation between observers will be given by
-) ~the parameters, t, y... and G and 'NO have a 7-parameter family.

~
Consider the 4 Darameters Ju){j ~ 60 gives thewher;;

by the following:
/

~od 6 -

~ (I := [R(e)"jJ, + 'Xl ')

I LRCG)'6J'2- T 1.~ ,
~'1-

::.-

I [ lZCG)~ J3 .-t- :;(3 ,
~-3 --

--? --- -----:)
~I [RCe)'\dJ + X
~

-0..•. -

This ~articular family of obsErvers is called the Euclidean famil~;
the set of transformations between them form the Euclidean group

nics, the r8lative velocity betwepn ob ervers can be arbitrarily
large, but in relativity, it has an upner limit, C. Th0 addition



of b.>lo velocities, eaeh less than C, r~sults in a velocity that

is less than C.

are not parallel is r:ot com utative.z{u i.e, If the trar:sform from observer
L"l-

moving relativG to X

X to observer Y
-?

Iii th a veloei ty '\r , follow,:;d

by a transform to observer Z, moving relative to Y
--7

Y with velocity \J?--, is :;iven as shown·in the figure,

by the point Z, thJD the transform from X to Y'--7:'
(with a relative veloci ty '\r,.. 1Ili th re spect to X)

followed by a trans form from
~ I

\Jt with ro spect to

y' to Z' ('tii th a rplati Ve veloci ty ~
I

Y') will r2sul t, in general, in a 7...~ -t- z '2.

(thi s is the ori6in 0 f tho ., Thomas prece ssion I , ).

The law of composition of velocities must distinguish the

Given an "inertial" family of frames, the principle of

equivalence of dynamical laws in e3.ch of these frames is an exten-

sion of the principle of Newtonian relativity. ide saw that a

family of equivalent frames was labelled by 10 parameters, which

we shall disnlay by the fOllowing notation.



and Y ~ Z. For this, we t2ke a ref8~ence observer labelled by
~ -+ ->

the values 0, 0, 0, 0 for t, a, e, \r. f different

be labelled ~ ~he coo~rdinatcs _) _)
if =- 0.. -r R C6 )')~

tt - t+ Z
where P- Ce) is a function descrjbing the spatial rotation.

the observer is moving with reso8ct to the reference observer, an

extra principle is reouirGd to specify the composition law.

1.1
~ ++-2

descri bing a trans formation from an 0bs(,rver at (?l,) / t) to one .-

at~() i.) . vJc reQuire that i.f thi s is followed by a trans forrr

(
-> I) (-~\ ...L1/\

t ion .x 1 ) -{ - X- ) ~L )

(j.1 t:) - ViI) t') must be 8. transform8.tion of the same general

Noting;;:/1 .;:,;=

-)
I(

)l

i !f

T.::

"", --j -:>ri + rzC;") x. - \r -t
t + r

1«6')



GiV~n this tr~nsform8tion law, the type of dYn8mics is

specified.

4. Local Lie Group s.

T<..Jw a point J(:: (-:f \ ) - - . - .xY)) in an

space, the point being in the neighbourhood of the identity

1,e. t?C/ <. Cly;
i'" \We introduce a product

a·
x~~~

if X) 1j are vector s in this space, so also is ~ • W.c intro-

duce the product by the definition Il(fL ::: fJlC:X)~» \~ 1~n
a fi xed func tion 0 f the 2n var i .qble s --:x. t..J ~,8::> I S So ~ Y\

av-, = f I (X I J Y-:2.. - - - X VI ~ 7~ I J ~ '].) - - - 'jY' )

- - - - - -- -_ -_ -=- __ ---_- _ _ _ _ _ 2V\

( ~~~0/Y\:::" t {\7- \ ) JC.:l- - - - )( (\ ') 11 \ ) ~ '.l..) - - ~ 1:1 vi )

To make these vectors into a group we note th2t we must have

the following

(i) / X (-lJ ~) :: ex ~) y
(ii) M1 identity e must exist, such th.qt ')(e,::: e'JL= 'X

- \ -\ -\
(iii) Th~ inv'Jrse 'Yv of )(, must '"xist such that J0 X=. ')C)L = /

Choose e to correspond to the origin, 1.e. en.:= 0 7 n::::. \ J-'

Thus the group h.qs only a unit element 2nd no zpro element.



- 3CJ-

Also X n = J-n ( e.))L,) = 1- n ( O.J 0 ) - - - 0 Y'I .) ')[ 1.> - - - X VI )

e -.::e· e----en:zO ~fn(e)e)
Th0 requirement (iii) tells us th~t given )( near enough to e
we can· find a ~ such tho.t f J1 C)( ) 'lj) ""- (')

Tha requirement (i) 0 f as soci itti vi ty impo se s a furtheY
'

restr.1,ction on fn (:i J 1j) e.g. evaluate the coordinates

in two different ways, for small values of J(.) 11 .
Assume that f-n (X .)~ ) is analytic at the ori gin and

thus ce.n be ex')ressod as a pOv!:;r ssries about· the origin, wri te

jll CJ()~)= CXll + 2 jb\lS XS + ~ i'{s~s
". /:>n JJ n .n

+o.~t Xs + .t'gJtXs;xt-+ d~Jb1jS~t+OC3
Using the property f51 CJ( -:> -e..-) -::: X II WQ. ~ iU I;

X n = 0( n + 2"r fl Z 'X $ + t~b ,)Cs,:X t + 0 C'3)
~ /

O<ll~ 0
/

fJl C C2,J :X-) ::;:. ):: n dZ Wg

h~/t; :::- 0 - J ~J t") t fl $

Th9r:.fore, finally, we: must h8.ve -5- n

f 51 ()(./~) = X J1, -)- ry rL + Ov: J tX J> 1j t + 0 C3 J

::: c5Jl-..)-6
to be 0 f the form

If the terms of order 3, terms with purely ~ or purely ~

must be 0; while there are non- zero t8rms 0 f the form 'X. '"":JC 1j )'Y.. ~'

are termed the structure cons~ants of the group~ they contain



non-trivial
VI 2.. ( Y1 - fJ

~
ar 3 ZETO;

structure of ths group is

(~~ ~:1X) the C1)(;

constants C JL.
~e \ \ ( -1

Take :>( 1j ~-1j -:::::..'Y- ~) (')( ~)= it which is defined as
is de fined; we try to exnand thi s in terms 0 f Y- ) ~soon as X 1j

(if JJ'\)
have for the

( ')L lj ~:Cl()-I ) J1-

COffi"mtG, .Cfi == L)

coor0in.'1tcs of
'XJ~ do not commut~, we

orJ

C ~ b Je s X t- +- - -

leading terms.
!s a result of the associqtive property of the multiplica-

identity, which is a biline:-'ridentity of the form

CJ:t- t
e1JIJ +- - - - + - - - - =0

anti sy/metric nThus not all sets of constant s C,1t are admissible,
but only those obeying the Jacobi identi ty.

We construct a vector space En. (vie note thRt in the
above we did not use the vsctor SDace property.) For this, we

and a scal~r multiplic~tion

(1Jc)n



+,
Then we obtain a vector SD~ce.

Nowdefine a product [J{.) 1j]in this sp.ace \'vhich maps pairs

of vectors into single vectors, with the following properties

(ii) It is linear in the first argument, i.e.

[~~+ rclj )~J =- ~L~)-z.J + ~[~J~J
Tl1t:[l it is automatically line::>T in the second argument.

(iii) T,) make the vector space into a Lie algebra, we

require the product to s ati s fy the J ClCO bi identi tz

[[:X)~J)~l +[['Vv~j) XJ -+[[rvoxJo~J:=O
where to' is the null vector.

eX
Let Q , c< -: 1, .......• n, be a set of linearly independent

vectors, then we can eXDand

X =: f JC~ eo<
eX.::/

Expand the vector [ eO<::J £ 0l
[e~~0J =L coer:
c '( = C 1C~ .J (f)" Co() ('0

have ._roperties si.milar to the
r:

Co'. 0
(i)

n
C.-be

eJ(6" -
(ii) the condition (ii) on

(iil)" they satisfy
o E:

Co\0 (60



-42-
(To see this, note that

Ue~ Q B1QoJ co [i=- ~~ e S'j C '0] =0 ~ ~(ifb[ Q "> (!,o]
'-I (~;;-c e ef-

'-0( (6 - 6' () [0\ fl. ]
and use the Jaoobi ident{ty for t~e nroduct " ,0 ~e I.J

Then we get\ t ~ 6L C~ (!J C (; '( +
bl E:: E

but the e being linearly indGnendent, this is possibl only
if the coefficients L 2 - - ~- - - --- - - 3 Rre ep.ch -::- O.

6 . Y nFrom thi s simi lari ty between the ~ (?J and the C..-¢ t

Ee .:::::0 '- .

Also, given any Lie algebra, we can determine
J1

group with structure constants C)6t equal to the
a local Lieo
CcJ.(?J

, ). This is a remark~ble fact, if we recall that the
structure constants are det~rm~ned by the (antisymme~ric part of)
the bilinear terms in tho pO'ITers(=>Y'iesexpansion of the composi tion
fnnctions -j-n C)L)~). T~0 st2tement made is thus equivalent to
the assertion that (cL9~ .•rt from I 'trivial t, changes in parametriza-

the scope of these lectures; for a thorough treatment, compare the
books by Pontrjagin, (, 'To?ological Groups' ,) and Hamormesh (, 'Group
Theory"). W2 simnly state the result:



Theorem:
Given the structure constants, the local Lie group is

I 'essentiallY determined".
Ex. Consider the group dpfincd by

SIL-1 ~ +---x.3
GiiTe~1 two transform,-~tions X,1:1

~ (?()'0)-7 S + ('X3+~3)
';

but the composi tion law ~::: CJL. 3 +~3) 3 is not analytic in

:1..-'. :J at )C -::: 0, 1j == O.

But this difficulty could be easily removed by defining new

('0,1o .::::?c J +!j 1

•the parameters (See Pontrjagin and Hamermesh for more details).
Given the structure consta~ts of the Lie group, we can de-

fine a Lie algebra wi th th(~ snme constants and thus deduce. a Lie

difficulties in doing this, e.g. the structure constants determine
the group only locally and not comoletely; the group as a whole



To find the structure constants of the G~lilean group, we
go from ths continuous grouD to a finits-dimer-sional Li algebra.

-+
. 'X~ plane and e lies along the
transform is then

)C I = ')( (j)Z e -lj rn~NJ + Q I )

1j \::::. )( m YW 1-1s vv9 -1-a ')..
Take two trcn sforms giV0n by C 8 .) 0.. I .) () ~) and [e 'j 0. , Ij fA;21

wi th small value s 0 fe, 0 \ , C1 1--- etc. We compute all the braokets •.
We choose the basis

()1,"O
'lG. ~ 't

e2~ T~
.e~0"T

a displacement along the x axi s.
a di sD1A,c(?ment (".'clongthe y axi s.
a rotetion in the x y plane

associated with +,his loc al Lie group is given



o ~ [PI ;>P2]

0:: [J\) yll :

[P2, )rJJ
[J2, ? 'r~J

>: [P3 )Y1]

~

~ [T3) r3]

H corresponding to time trinslation

-*p corresponding to spacG t r 2-ns1at ion
-*
J corresponding tos'pacc: rotation,

-*G corresponding to uni .(orm motion...
Thd composition law must be known. Thr~ Lie algebra is

then given by the Lie brack(:;t relations between the 10 quanti tie s

LIE
ALGEBR/l FOR

TH"S Gl~LIL:s./'N
GROUP.

Time translations commute with spatiRl translations and rotations,

but not with transfor~ations to a moving frame, e.g. Time trans1a~io



followed by Movement
X-7X -»)(-

-t -t+T-9

gives
V-- Ct +2-)
t + 7

whereas Movement follow"d by ti~r:e t'ranslation gives
)( ~ ,{ - 'f) t ~ -;(__. v t·

t~t -)i+~

that
)C -3> R)c-3>

t ~ 1- ----::) t

is di fferent from
)(~ 1..- -ut~ Rx- Rut
t~-l-~t

OR by saying that when we look at the same rotation in space

from two frrunes in rel,_ti Ve motion, then vie have a relation bebN"een

the two observed values of the magnituGc of the rotation such that

[G;.J) Gt. ~<J= 0 tells us th,-,t· th8 2.ddition theorem for the ve locl-

ties must be symmetri~ in the bt/o frRm(;s.

simal) c_nonical transformctions i.e. we must find the quantities

x such that in the transformation of a dYnamical variable
/



~~7-
cpe/; ..J p) between equi vCllent 0 bscrvc~rs we have

. 4J C '1; ) /') -) CP_v ('1r) p) L-

~ ~ T OJ- Lcr / tJ -t:; LcC? } XJ) )(J + - :
-+which will correspond to the G~lilean generator G 2tC.

we deal with the structure const2nts of the Lie 6roup, which
Instead of studYing the rule of conversion of observ~tions,

then reflect find inste~d of the latter we stUdy i~s Lie algebra,
i.e. the object is then to obtain a set of dYn~~ic2l variables
-+ -+ -+ -+
J, P, H, G. S-i-tisfyingthe brack(~t r''!lationssatisfied by
the cprresponding elements of the Lie algebra, e.g. In
classical mechanics, the Lie bracket is a P.b. and we look for
numerical valued functions
operators ef, It, It, J. etc. corresponding to the

In quantum mGch~nics, thG Lie bracket is a commutator
bra?ket, and we must look for a set of operators corresponding-+ -+ -4 -+
to G, H, P, J.



48
III RELATIVISTIC DYNAMICS

~f +r fr ? Af(8J -+-)Jv ~l&)
We rtlquire that a retati.on of the form h == [f,gl should go
over into.Jne of the form -rve =. [te.j ~eJ This
invariance is automatically satisfied by requiring that there

~ ~-+
The com?osition 8 of two transforms 81 ar.d 92 must obey

the law that the quantity

;

transformations is called a ~nalization. Wo wish to exhlbit a
canonical transformation that is of the sa~e nature as the infi-



original quantities) i.e. if the transformation is given by

the quanti ty

(f~ -fJ
characterises the rotation group. N~xt, we consider the bracket
appearing in the transformation, 1. e. instead of the transforma-
tion itself we take ~he coefficients of the tr8nsformation, or
in other words, we consider the elements of th~ group in terms uf
the elements of the Lie a~~ebra)

varia~les with the same composition law as the law for th~ ele~
ments of the Lil; algebra (i. e. the bracket relations :for the
Lie algebra). If we tcl~e the elements Jl , J2 , J3 of the tie

Algebra, then we know the bracket relation

4We find that the association J (a)
(b)

i.e. Jl~~q2P3- q3P2~ etc. has the )roperty

J3 ~ [!1' J21 ""'-7f~x ;; )1, Cii_ x P)2J p. b. ~ q x P)3

i.e. the as~ociRtion (1) is consistent with the bracket relation
(a). For the G(~lilean grou;J we have the 10 generators



We must look for 10 functions of Q,P with these compo-

sition laws; then we would h2ve, a true realization. We find
that we cc.-mnotget exactly such functions but only something

-?Let us first ignore G Then the following QUEmt ities obey

For Gj we mus t find functions Gj (p, q) se.tisfying (G j • G~~ 0

Therefore Gj must depend only or:.p 01. Q 0 But [!j , HJ.,tO and
H is a function of p only; hence Gj must be a function of q only.



We I:lUSt ._<::clsohave [j j, G:i\:] = E jkl G,,till-l. The possible choice

Gj = ill Clj added to the set (A) would result in practically all

the reQuired relations being s[~tisfied. Only instead of having

~j' G~= 0 we have

[Pj,Gk]= -ill ~k

where m is a nUIJber that is not a function of Q and p. Hence,

although [!j' GkJ is not zoro, VlO cen achie vo the same re sult s

as f2.r as generating a tr(~nsforIJation is concerned, for the

QU2ntity -ill bjk has va:_ishing bracket 1Nith all f(Q~p)~

fCo.,p), -m[jk J =: C

The Quantity -m~k being a neutral element, has all P.b.'s'



2) All the quantities ~ O? this is a trivial realization.
2) Jd' +- 0; all other quccntities -7 0.

for a particulsr oethod see A. Loinger, Annals of Physics,•..
We may introduce a£l&ssical spin variables S.
~ ~~ ~
J -~ ( qxp ) + s;

"'

except that Gj is rep12ced by Kj , the generator of the trans-

form to a moving fram(:l. Gk in the fourth relation in (I) is

of (L) are replflced by

Gj' KkJ = _Cjk1 J1

and Ej' Il] = Pj

(vi), (vii),

=-~k H

replaced by Kk, while the rel~tions

M.Hammermesh: Group Theory.
1nonu and \I\figner~Nuovo Cimento.
Bargmann~ Ann. Naths. (1947), p. 1



These changes are triviQl for the rel~tion (iv) and the last

The Lorentz group nay be vier/ed geometrically as the group
of rotations and tr2nslations in Q 4-space. The relations bet-
ween Pj, H, Jj, Kj Day be interpreted as the following features

Rotation + rotation a rotQtion, by (vii)
Moving trr-,l1sfon:1o.t ion ,'+ LlOvlng transforf:1c:tion a gene~al
rot2tio~ type of trrnsfornntion by!elation (vii)

(iii), (iv) [md (vii) 2.re 2-n c:vtsnsion of the rel2.tion

Simil2.rly tlK rel ~tio]).rote-tion + trC',nslation
expressed by (ii), is extended into (ii) and (vi). The whQle
scheue l:laybe viewed geOE'l8tric o.lly by defining

[ p, ,

=/J2)3D jJ'-=jIy - d J

H ) fC= 0and
~

JYv JlJy ~L~ L(s y-= I) lJ.:::;~ ~cL-- )
~~~K)

~'
y.-=- 0 )?J :::..I CVV\(:Q. ~ ~c

Por the Lorentz.group, we c~n obtc:in a trealization by a
particle thc:t is both faithful and true.

H = + J p2~IJ2 ::: c.J
= (~p~ + fY)~) y~

P. (q,p) - P 0

J - j'



K· = qj J p2 + I:12 = UJ CUjJ

J. = Gjl<::l qk PlJ

(As we are dec,.ling with clo.s-ic8.1 T.'lech8nics, we hc'-ve not paid

any 2ttention to the order of the q's and P's)o

[pj KkJ
~j , KkJ I~ [tu 9JJ ) LV '1J "J

~ W ['Vj ) W '/i"J + 'iJi[ GO) W'Uk]

= w ~ '6 w ~_ eu' w 'Ow
k d ~. J d p~

= W CUk. PJ/w -- CUi Pk

~J£

In the absence of S "Jtn, Kj is like a re.htivis tic hloment 0 For the

corresponding Clv.'::"ntur:Jnech2nic2.1 case, refer~ Wigner AnnoMath.

1939, ([nit~ry RepresentQtions of the_Lorentz grou~)

Here, we h"ve no projective representcltions? all representctions

Consider the 3-dir:18nsionD,1 rot2.tion group 0 We have

[~ l --h] ~ EJKt JL



where r(J) is <"'Allypolynomic<?,l in J.

J2. Day be My non-·nega tive number, while in

QU2.ntum mech2nics, it is QULntized c.nd is eQu;"'~lto j (j+1),

Generalizing f~o~ this observation, we may consider the

Casimir inv~riants. Theae ~re not infinitesmialgenerators;

they 0,1'0 not even in the IJie c:'.lgebn?,; but they can be made up

out of elcoents of the Lie Algebra by using 3n ordinary product;

and have v2nishing brackets with all el€oents of the Lie Al~ebra.

For the Euclidean group charRcterized by the relations

[J: )Jkl ~ EJI\~ J~) 0' p~l-=fJKU'e )
. . [Pi) PK] :: 0

we hgve the three Cns inir lnV2r l8JltS '

=lJ.JJ .. J.;
J =~J' P. P.

J J =LC. P.. J J
J

A, Band C commute vith everything and must be represented by

numbers. (Cn-n we pJ'ove that these ?,I'O the 9nly invrTic.nts?'

This can be sho"m only f0r f. ce2:'tr'.in clnss of grQups ). For

the Lorentz group chcr",c teriscd by the reI ations 0rJ' KJ
0-<'d' ) Hl

.~ rd ,k;t J [!<j ) I<k J- t:cfkQ, Jt

p(r J [I\r J Pk] ~ ~k H

[1-1) Pk] ::.0



we hC',ve tlT invariants B = ~ P3 2 H2= P2-
H2 -G l.} Jo\rD = .i R· . Rj where R

A = PJ 0 ALJo(r
•• P).) ~ptr~e outer -nroduct of the vector DJ1dthe tensor J .

~ -7 --? -7-
Not e g Rl = H J. (p x J) j ~ Ho = :p J.J J

( D is a sort of cODplic~tcd rencr~liS2tion of C).

B = _-02j D = 02 82 = (0,,~c)2 x (Spin)2_ Cl,,00

where in qU2.ntlliJ "c;ch[',nics ~ the (spin)2 is quantized, vvhile the

stClncL:rd parti· Ie-like reprcs2nt:-:.tions, VIe'have D -7 n2j (j+l), 2j

integrs,l, Besides thesE: ~ PC h,-',ve 2. number of "useless represen-

t2.tions". e.g. if T;r2.-= 0 and D -+ 0, then ~2 = infinj.ty, and

we h['.ve pc:.rticlcs with infinite sp:Ln. We tabu12te below the

-or-dinary Pnrticle-
like representations (0 . > G

(i) I ° = Particles with
infinite spin.

° (i i ) = 0 ~ (if m = 0)

(ill pure il!lC,ginary( ii) s = ()Q



To see the implicp,tions of I] being imaginary 1 cornider the

If p is ree:l 811dQ is ioi,gin2,ry, then ( asmming that the p arti-
2-

1- u < 0 Le.

V>l
with n velocity > C
re~l and I 0, the p~rticle velocity Qust be ( C and when

When U > C its uf'xinurJ possible vnlue is infinite,

ThemoJ:lCntuE1 of the pcrticle ]}2,8 then a m2"gnitude which is f m I,
but E1ayhave an 2rbi trC',ry direction. The energy vanishes since

n/ J l--v2 = O. If from this extreme vclue, we increase the

particle, energy, keeping 0 fixed, . then v2 becomes smaller

2.nd sn2.ller, its ninirlUI1 possible value being = 1 (or c).

We propose the folloDing nonenclature for particles with

different 02 and S2.

r.l2 > 0 Slugs 1
2 0 l.ngles[J =
2 ~ 0 Spooksn

82 = 00 Goblins
\

P,H :::: 0 Fairies.

'Dn I.Icta-Relf'.tivity' Anerican Journal of Physics
30, 718 (1962)



/
Instecd of h~ving the functions presented above, suppose

we h~vc tho followingg
-0

+ ?~) , H =

J = ~(1) X 1(1) +1.(2) X1(2)

c: = D(1) ~(1) + m(2) 1'(2)

This sot of gonorctors 21so sct+sfied the required conditions,
but is obtained sioply froD two oth~rs (viz., those with q(1),
1(1) ,:md1(2), -;( 2) .

Such rcprcsentctions are 'reducible' Rnd
~ --'7
P, H,are obto.ined by te~kinG direct sums of representr"tions.

~ -7
J, G, 2re ::~llSUDS of two sioilar func tion (1) [md (2)

terms of pCTticlcs one would say there were two particles,~ ...::;.4

P, H, J, G all being 2.ddtive. Such a system is called a .D.Q12::

j_n_terr,ctingsystm:.1or n free system, (NormEvlly, by a free

that all the generators be additive).
systeo we Dean one in.which H is o.dditive~ there we require

ing systeo being defined as one (with say, twci component parti-
cles) which h,',8 the following properties~

(1) The total monentun or nngulfTmODentum _ the sum of
the individuo~ r:lO[lent.~~or [~ngulo.rmomenta; but

(2) the energy H is llQ.1 the suo of the individual energies,



1
S imilnrly G is nQ.t in gcnerf,l, the SUrl of tho individu2.l G' s g

G = 11 (1') ~(1) + 11( 2) q: (2) + vi (q ( 1), 1(2) ,P ( 1) , 1(2)

We further have tho intutive rcquirenent that when the
S eparati.on of the ~x;,rticleGis suff icicntly 1::" rgo, they shaul d
bohnve ~s if they were free, i.e.

(,~s I~ I -:2> 60 V ~ (I
)

Vie ask whC',tare the restric ions on the functions V ond W.
First 1JJ8 note that the rcqt~irE:L1cntsth2t f!j, H J = 0
inplie:3 th[~t

Further, we oust require th2.t

[ ~ r (1) ()P Gk - 'k (,m + ill,' 2 ),j' . -- J '-'1

O J'D or".,. - 0
J: j' "k -

T,1 (-7 -'> .--? -? ) [ . JWe note th~t 2.qU2.ntity ~ ql,q2' PI' P2' S2.tisfying F,P = 0
depends only on the difference of the ~oordinates, (~(1~ __ ~(2)
and not on the total coordin~tcs. Applied to
V = V (p\1), ~(2),~, ~(1) _' q(2» where 1= ~(1~ i(2), we
note that r=pj, vJ = 0 inplies that

"dV
~ (I)o CU .

d

-+- 'dV
'\ Ll..)o 1) .

d



-)
and hence thct V = V (p(1),~(2)

-=i ~
V depends on (Cl(1) -Cl(2)) but not

SinilGrly for ~

The br?ckct rCL--.tio'l~ j, H] = 0 iuplies that H I1ust be rota-

tio,ally inv~ri[',nt9 this f-le:ns thf,t H (~(1)~(2), <!(1),-7q(2)

be 2 function only of

/</l"-, pl<j'- ~ p~(I) .18);

(~ (I) ~ 1C?vJ), ~
--=)

W rlUst be = (of the ~boVG vRriables)

X 2, vector), or the SU,1 of such Clu:-mtities.

NoVlC( ns ider bre-eket reln.tions involVing 1aY{dH.

[3k' HJ = Pk

OR ----
[c;~+Wk ) H°-t-V] [~~ J HOJ ..y-

O

-r [~h )VJ -+[WRlV]
fp-b

) i<.J .
-f r~;)V1+ [W k ~VJ

which is :", non-linc2.r pLrti::~l differential eClU8.tion connecting
~ ~ /
Wand V. Therefore given one of the functions Wand V

1
the

other is dt.Jtcrnincd. Vie do not atter:1pt to find the general

solution. of the CClu~tion ~bovcl but consider the nost inter



-7'
an interacting systcn (V =/ 0) but with W = o.

hr\ve the relE'tion [G~0), V ] = 0 i...e.rr'YV\{ I) U ) (2) ll) \ VlL\'f1 Uh -j- ~ CUk)\

Thus rether than "l~(1) o.ndP' 2) ,

~(2)/n(2) seen rel~v~nt.
-7 -J) (1)

Define V = £----
m( 1)

-4, ~(1)
and V = P---- +

n( 1)

'civ oV
; (~.i~15)+() ( ~~))::'0\tvv 1I) frv~)

the velocities i( 1)/ D (1) and

-;( 2)
-:-C2j-
ill

~( 2)
IL----
m(2)

pectively~ of the velocities. For particles that are not free,
we Bay h2~e velocity-dependent forces. The relation (1) then

--j

tells us thst V d8pcnds only on the difference v of the veloci-
ties', i.e. on the relc,tj,Y8Y.Q..~...Q..Q~ of the tvvo particles and

--'"not on v (or eQuiv~IGntly, on their absolute velocities).

inv~rinnt function- of th9SG~
V=V (11 -7) I) Q



This is the nost genLrnl pOSGibility, where we h~ve assumed

thr.t only the energy is :. dyncnic gen€rCltor ~md 2.11 the other~

( We recsll th~t 2 g€norntor which

is unch;~ngcd on going fro;] n fru::, to f'.n intorf\.cting s ys teTJ is

c2l1ed 0 I kinoDi' tic goncr('.to~C", philo ono th:-'.t is chr.nged is

c~lled Rfdyn(~ic gCl1erstor').

--7 .
I non8nt' G also.-...s 2. dyn2X1lC

gencrntor, we sh~ll then obt~in Rn infinity of solutions, with

(Note~ In their work on determining 211 the representn-

tions of the G.-...lileRn grouu,Eiscnbud Rnd Wigner* implicitly

8.S suned G to be Q dyn·'.rlic gnnor8, tor) 0

NOV! cons ide::r the !~onmt z ..Frou1?. We he:l1'e'hove 2.n infinity

. of inter2.cting pC'Tticle roo..lisc-.tj 01'18. As before,· \-vhile goin§.;

fron ~ free to en intcr2cting systCQ, we ~dd n function V t6
-7 ~ --;:, ~

H 2nd W to K, 2nd lCRve P, J unchnngcd. But we cannot take,-;>
ns [~ speciLl C[,SO, Vi = O,for we hE'VC

::c: ~ -;1, H
.)1'-~ ~

Now ,~ iS~~h.n.,:~c(:,['nd s.Lnc() P j ;".nch2nged, K must chonge,

1. e. K -4 Ie or VI I 0, Thus we "J in obtfdn 0. nonlinez'.r pC:Ttial

differonticl cquo..tion similRr to ~ho one obtained before ( ).

Vlhnt is tr.c Y1:"'. turc of the Baht t:: : L of this?

*L.Eisenbud and E.P.17igncr, Prot'. l<c.t. Aco.d. SCn DnS. (1948).



,
Ve again find th2t V is indqiendcl1t of ~ = ~Cl(1) + 1( 2)

and depends only tl~c re12_tiv8 pO:::1itiol1.

i7
What Cill1 "e s::,y c bout W? -he knov" it must trcm.s.forn ~s c\

-=7
vector. Cr~n we D':\kc p-ny 8t~1,tcIJcnt 8.bout ~ sinil:c-,r to the one vre-~ ...-)
made for the G~lilo~n group (nrncly, th~t W = ° or G is a ki~cm~ti

~(t)--7 q' (t') for free 1)(:u.:'ticlc~

The restriotion obto.ined is thRt we nust have
~

V = 0, {= °

Thus if we; h2,Ye (invf~riant) world lines C',t all, they must

be straigh_"t.. * A Hm il tonic-.n theory vi t11 curved lines would be

inconsistsnt. (l'1ote~ All the "'.bove is for p;,rticles obeying

cl[~ssi or_l Dcchc-nics) 0

*Ref. ])ogoCurrie~ J.I\'Iathso PhY3. (:,0 be pub~_i8:l..d)
D.G.Currie, T.F.Jordr::.n ~md E.C.G.8udarshan, Rev, ~;oc.. p"V]:,'s.

(lYJ. pr".'~';-~)



4. Traj octory' D:I[nsg).iys

We cons.idcr 8, third vc,rioty of dyncY'1ics? ,descriptioncJ.

,Q.ynr-.nics, cog, the dynaoics dofined by Kepler's 1",ws, where we

are given the 12.W describing the orl)i t but not told m ything

about the dynamical principle th2t gives rise to the equation

Consider the convGrsion of [en abstr2.ct 2lc;ebra into p..n

algebra with oper~tor8. In ~ddition to the distinguishod linenr
l

func tiOUll defin\Jd previcu sly,

we can b8_ve other linoer functio~i2,ls 0 Here Yve cc'nsider the

, densi t,y: functionr,l' Which is a linear functional. with the

"* )

A particular stnte of the 2ysten is defined by the density func-

t icnal in the sens e the. t tc every dynaGicnl v<.riable A th'erE;

corresponds a nur:1ber f(lI.), .A ~ P(A), o.nd the set of all the

numbers f (A) obto.inGd by this DCl]Jping DQYbe to.ken c.s Q descrip-

tion of the stf'~tc: of the SY:3tC?Elat some particular inst?nt of

tir:1e 0 If WE.. know the set f (A) as P.. function 0f tille, Le. if



A ~ f t(A) (which 1:\fC croll the ,:t;rL;joctoryof the systeD)
for all A Gnd o.il t, when we h2ve 8- description of the dynanics
(considered ns n description of the states &s n function of tiD~).

t\ ~ f (At]
(which is a description in a Hoiscnber picture).,

\f A+B -7 <A-lfA + & If(3

and ~ A ) 'lj! ~ ==- -Q ( At B)

The sca12.r product ( \.}J A J "VA) is bounded 2nd non- :lg8.tive

(unless A ~ 0) for Qll·A

A) ;, 0 unle ss 1\ ~ 0

Consider the properties of the r:12ppingA ~ PU..) 9 f corros-
ponds to" a linear func tionr.l on the Hilbert Sp8.8e H. We now
mske use of the following theoreo (st2ted here without proof).



i ('fJA)

where (~p ) 'VA J
\fIA '

Thus there uus t exist c" Vf such that

-P C A ) ( .'fir ) ~ A)
i. e. to cvc,ry linee.r functiC':"r,l f (A) there corresponds D.

vector ~ f in the Hilbert 8·';)['.C8.

·t t h8.s

ic-f

ft!+t
2

Cry::- .ttl

C'~wa)

(it) (7) )

£ (t: )+- c'J =- t t- I • i t~
tc is C'. linop.r tre.ns fOrl12.t ion on -P ~ VIe soe thflt theo c lincn.r

trC'..nsforDf'"tio::.s cnnstitute a rmJ.ti .llic(~.tive Ol1c-')p"rcDctcr group-

/

( '1' I () "\ .' '\ '"

\ 0, f-" G j ,F.J



The corres;}ondcnce f -) f I: CA) being lines.r, we n2,y inste2.d

of considering linen.r t.:c·ansfolEwtion on ...p , spe2~k in terns of

lineer tr['~nsforDations on '\.V f
Given any ~f - ~~c- P

Lb in the

LI:; 't'p :0 'fJp b OJ 'Ii£ b P

.pc C 1\1 =:; C "\'p(:. ) 'f A') -=( L/;- '\fjJJ '+'A) ~ (~,

A ~ Ab

A t A is such thr>.t' =: '\fJl\.t A

..p t ' or of the

InP.ppings A b
Suppos e we h".ve P. S let of dynLmicf'.l v"-ri2.bles At, Bt, Ct c c •

wi th a st'.r operc.tion defined on thcr.1 which is f'.ntilinor.r. ;

oper~tors ~(t) in ~ Hi:bcrt spr>cc, by dcfiningcA(t) by the



property thf'.t

.n (~) '\ \ ) 'f A 1:. ) A L J ) , ' . .•• A LJ-Y IAt I • 0' , , \ A t'YV - C lJ 1U

provided .-rL is c. 110n~rli)g;'.tivc linu'.r func t:LODo.l 0

picture this is dC8crj.Dcd by tW0 V;'T i :-bles q 1p, vvith

c."'.nd ~~.::= L [p)..+ 9.1'- - IJ [q'PJ= i

(it

q = Lq,Hl OR q = p,
• [P,HJ['.nd p = OR P = -q 0 ,

( .. 'Ill;

VIe hc'vG put the frequency \~quQl to L For 8. frequency uJ ,

9J (t).:::. 9J (0) em tpJ t- ~ ( 0) ~ w C

~Cl:) = -W [V(o) ~wt + p(O)LD~wtJ



= 1

_. 0

(vi)
( vii)

[ n') ,
10 >, n = 1,2,3 o.o •• (viii)

n I n) (ix)
a.... - ev+'-~ t CU - l' P- 0-..=

h Ji..

cr. a __ ...

We ~lso h~ve the expect~tion vcluc

= ~ 0 r f (q,p) I 0 >
(x~

cu (C)=: 1 [CQ-\-"'+) c:..~ wt- + l (~+_Q-) S~ ~tl
fi

w [ (Q + Qt) S v-.o: w b . (Q+- Q) (~ wt-JP Ctj -t
- -.-

VL
(xi)

and q + 0.-+ (a +
9.1(0) -:: P (0) L

-- Q )

~. ~ (xii)

Thus using (vii), (viii), (ix) , (x) , (xi), we cnn c2.1cuJ.:to



cp (:t)t)

\ 0 >
\!'l 0 ( t-) ::
W(I') C X I)

W l2) C f) ) ~~)

I
(0) + (i- 1)'\ 0>

(0\ 9 (xi) <}(tJ 10)

Following YiirhtlJ[,J1, VvE:; c::-n U2J;:2 t\!O stE'.tonents ~

( 1) If vve 2ct ['..8 if the + (;;0 2,rc rei'.lly opcrst ors, i'>nd

to> is ,; nomali""b\'L )stc,te v"ckr, then '11 the Ve,CUlitl

expcctr·tion v:-"lucs IAJ c;:m be cr'.~cu1c tec1. GiV8 n these



(In the above, for s inp1ici ty we IT ve tnken cp*- C><.)
:-t . *-

= cQ C j('·e1se we tf'.k.e the ro· ( 1\') also as operators).
I ••••:J, I

(2) If we [lre given ccrtr.:Ln dofini te properties of the field·

equation
02----0 1:;2.

Vvedefine the vncuum s t[~te I 0 0) 2.8 the st2"te with the
)

properties thp.t

8.1 \0 0) = 0, 8.2 j ° 0) = 0



The Sts'.to J nlj n2 '> is define d by

(lllJ n2)
( + {ll (a~) ll2 ~)o>2.1

= --....•._~~---_.------

j
+-

nl' ll2 t. o!

J2- ( f _(q, p ))" = ( 0, 0 0, 0 >
the Wightonn functions lank j-,lst the S~-'1J(;8,S before

v~lues ~ SQtisfy ~ differGnti~l equation thFt is of the

fourth or der

LOG:

corresponds to Ct- free f:Lolcl~

~f
t 1. 2 2..):L ,

H S cl3x: if ()() ..L CP (i) -+- (m -'7 . qJ ex)~
c2- et3)(

Rewrito this in the form



csch with n different weight.
4

for there is no re2.scn why the nunocr of fields should be finite ..•

Greenberg oscillQtors, e.Go it c~n nccoODod2te 2.n irrevers~~ill
dynaI!lics.



e.g. We t~ke a density functional ~t that is defined for all

t < 0 (and hence it-iS dc:;fined only for t ). 0).

If we try to trace it back1 then1 for instQncc
1

a linear

functionE1.1 thi',t W~.sposi tivG dE.:finito p.1ayno longcr be positive

definite may no longer be positive definite, and the theory

Yvenow ask what arc the qy,(~ntities in qucmtur.:lmechanics

th2.t corrEJspond to density functionnls. Thcy[Te not the wave

functions ~, for these obey the norr:18.1iz2.tion ~ l'Vi- f'2...:::. 1

while we hC'.vc2. lincC'.r norrJalization ccndition on the line2x
•

functionQls. Thus the correspond.ing quo.nti ty in quantum mecha-

nics must bo a que.nti ty bilinear j.n t:re wave fun etions 1 viz.

6. Stocho.s tic :Q.ynar1icsof Qu8.ntun-Meche-mics Sys tens.

Consider an algelJrt<. of oper2~tors 1., B
1

C,

wi th functionals -f (A) with the Droperties -f ~ 0 ,

f (1) = 1. nofine it:by f t - £ t P we try to express
the propcr"ty th~t thc sys~eo can be traced only forwardsin

time.
lilly 2 x 2 Hcroit~~n oatrix ~ C2n be written in the

~a.



P::mli T'latricO~[,Xld ~ DTe numbers.

J fL. P ::.,1 then f may

Then we define the function~l 1r (L) by

-f C A) ~ C f +A') trL, ( f A)

~[ll- -n
2" vector in the

The, for all t >:~,. the (ccntinuous) sequence of lJatrices ft
-Pt is

(

fc
choose f 1 2.S[-
with the property(» '--/\t

-'" TD e .\

longer positive definite, ond hE-mce the linc~_r functional,

ELlthough norr12.lizcd, is not >/ 0

. H t_ L

e fo



with f o.nd H hcroitLm, then tho property of non-neg2..tiveness

of -{ is preserved whether t t: 0 or > 0, fmd hence

f t :: t t- P() then the Iv t- 's ho-ve the

following cODposition lnw~

~tl ) ;{c0(~)

TI Cf:-) -=. A Cr) Tree:)



+'- H b
e

~. -)



tL.c Hilbert SP[~CC Dust be of the fOTIJ.

iJ-) ecftb~
where ~ is

extended glgr_ br2. contc.ining ~.n (;)cr:~tor cC' ..rr8s~onding to Glery



In the Hilbert space of square integrable functions f(x) of one vari-

able, tC }Q'v
x
'l f ()I) ! ~J )(J <:. iX·.f y. we can define

(i) the operator E which gives (E f) (x) = f(X), or in matrix no-

tation, E" .. I = J (x - Xl) which is a dia;onal matrix and a .-:ealar.
r, l(

(ii) the operator I-f'such that

or written as. a matrix, the elements are H x'x'
which again gives a dir.;onal matrix. NowdEfine

= X[( x- 1"1)

f-l)/ v -- X /' ( x-x') -\.' Y] "r. ( y.) (, X \ )
,,~,I '- \J a

This has the property that

(.
'( I-) r) ('y ) =- J (-4 "X J 'X \ f; (v: X \) () 'x I

- )r J ( x ) -\. V"l (~I '><) ( ~ ( X \) -f ( ') \ \ ) d X 1
, .\ ,I 1

)1:2. = +1
l •



f '1 (Y ) -::. (J ()'-)()i \I (~( y ) (rf ( , ( \) (.\ v \1- /1 .LJ.L-' ._- J .~/\ ,'y ) d ~. r-
)-y--t1t-

~ 'A('X)-:: C[(~-y)-+
where J~ is

independent of X (alth :ugh it depends on the functional form of

An eigenv~lue equation of the above type will determine the eigen-

functions only upto a multiplicative const&nt; therefore there is no loss

of,senerali ty in putting C = L

,j"). -= \ bo ,f ()< , ) ("f I\....\) /1 I

/1 ) ,'. --J)," . - i L. _ l'" X

( I'<J

- I! (Jr~-X\)-I
it', (

;-1 (,/v\)l r-: ,/' I~-~~.... -..-
", \
)-><-1' \(-

~ ( ~)---- -~.,- ~-~-~
\ ~ Yl ) .~~ .i (y \~ J x ~

/(;) ).- 'yl-l--r{-

CJ (:\ )

(- ( ) -+ I t-)



I ---
( i>"~' ).

\

'1 (v) ulx
-~.~----_._----

. I;.., 'y
.I D 0 _.. ,

- '-- - --~.-
-.."------- -- ---4--- .... - --:---:=~---=-~=~,_..--.."----==-

',. _._-----------

( (z) hc.s no
(\Ii!)(j,

(1 ( f', -I-- ~ &)

1 ~\'x) 1- (~) _
C~~ 'X -t 1() t, l /l -\- \- t- )



.I

If we take -i f throughout instec:.d of -.1 1 E- , we would h~ve

VI f.1 I 'X) ('L ( if)
J ~- _._._- ---- -------_._------

() - x - I (--. ) ( ) _ (.) ('

~ / '

and r~1 - -1;' \ cJ. ( A) 1
., " ~.

, 11 •

- () \ oZ ( A) ;. ('\ t:- )
where e -::::.'.._\~\_~

( \ )I - J (- )

real; it is, in fact the phcse shift for ~ ~ 0 •

, the 6' function does not contribute to the

I

J~ f) 1"
I . /1

For ~ L. (;
)

(1,e. When .11<'0 a solution exists if and only if L () )=O.t

_.( ~(y)

~-y
a solution, for



'>u,! ('J)__ 2. _

_.-g3-

-I- [ 1- rSC)< lJ t Iy ) }

A~(Y)~--;_ .. '/

) ~('xj
-----,'----

I (A) 7i Ix) 3
/"') '·1~<!.? (> ( /1 ) =- ()

)_. y

'T I 'X )"I ),

We have (

r \ . \, (2Jl)

2.,,- i

" Ix I c{ y.+ \. , ..

C?- Y-)d.

(} ! ( 7
Jr

)- /_ always has the same

rJ

Therefore, if () ( z.n ) is to decrease from 1 at

(' :flat some point, then
(i.. \ .
(,' must be negative.

must be 'a steadily decreasing funCtion;

Therefore we lY,1lSthave r/:: - I (Note

tl).us

,~
V'{ =-+1')_.

I)
But this is not sufficient, we must' ascertain that (; ( L1 ) is negative

g (x), there tends to be no discrete state. h~en 1 = +1, we have a

repulsive interaction as

)< (f ( 'y _\/ 1 ) -I, '1 (I ( )() ~ ( X \ )

1 = -1, the interaction is attractive, only then can there be a sound

state.- A Hamiltonian of the above type correslJonds to a llseparable poterl-



~ varies monotonically with

there is only one bound state. Also r (~ ) has no complex zeros.

T . S
_;]"4\ )

l
\--1 cJ2(y\) JxJ

--_!- __ ._-------

T ,-'"\(;.( ;z) +- G·

The imaginary part of f; ( z.) can have a zero only along the negative

f:> (X) do not really belung to the Hilbert

For ) <. 0
)

I . t1
: T h t {, '7r t ""- v:/- -I' V' E.
I ./

\0



_I_
Io (,:))

,-------

J
i J / ,
, .!F :~)le1 =

=: ( H :"-f ~ I J,lr") - (~f(), J~-)
f\, ( J'(), ~~")

~c.. U' f. I 1/') must be = 0 whenever ~ *- ~.

(l' r)\::. 1\ ' 1r ~.

rU()\-x) I'((J(\) 8(x)
-j -- ---:-r-- --
(,!J-''x' -i-) C) ( (7i -t \ c-)

tl >'.·x) -\- :l ~i.\) ~j,( X) J'::;-
VI - x\-) ~j (l~-t- \ (- )



.:::J ~f(" -:Ji ': '?- ( ),) 'j r ><2- J2
Lr\ - x ., IE-) ( (.?I - If)

5(("\ I '( 'f f) 'J
(G /1- X) + _ill .),~l}~.'><_ . j

C~ ~-< ~I C-) (l!:'-f- \ (.)

- S (!J -~) + f"I, cJ (,Jr) d ((j)~e-~-I- 1 0 ('J~-+ I 'f-)
+ 1 d ( /l) 1(',k )

(7\ - /'- ~8r- (A- \'f- )

}l'j 1(A) CJ-r /1;-) J tv f'( Ii) J 'x

'f' [;, -I ~) 0 rift- \(-) I': (

v }l- 'x - \ (~ C~-)< -t- \'t )

1

\(1- 't< - ! C)(~- - 'f- -+ 1 E- )

-=- ~ [0' -+, r::- -~ /) - 'X - I f

and thus note that

J
bo :z I .1 <7J ('X) cLx
C) ((J- X _I C)(fr- X -11 ~ )

Substituting these in (1), we find

~{~\ ~) :::-S ( 71-~) for /l, Iv' both positive. For

~ > 0 ! ~,..( 0 we can prove this similarly, making use of the condi-

tion that 0 ( /~ ) =' o.

"/



"'~ r" " 'I" '\r; :;}: A) '1 0)
.••• _._-. -- __ ~.....,- •. .. _. _0.

r ,,;\ '- X ~ 1. •..<- : t~·( ) "oJ:- i.. ~-)

Instead ~f picturing these in the configuration space, we could

have looked at it in momentum space.

The plane wave part sives a ~.~function; while the sperical waves gives
/ li 9 (x) .j )l,another type of singularity, of the type in : 0. •.. _--....

j (II - X - i. ~ )< f.,A •• J( -y. ~ £-)

For the 'inl and lout' state, these singularities are of the type
_ •• ~••• , <.' ------. •• ..., '-

.,f,. 0 ••••• ',-

". - .#,;> - .•.•.

(
I

..,../

[" 'I. (' ~)
r},



""'
" A(x-y)

f (~) as a matrix:
\
1\

..ilfx.A}

(r'
f .- (.-
'-

{t.J n.. (,\,~ ) .1~ ( '< 'jJ') c/ X ,~ (_0_1" J1) ( )" /.}.)
:= 8(;"-/~')

I~ • r~L j ,_ is defined by

(
,.; ,S. (iJ.. v)
, "J I ' .,.

f; ?(x) ?(f-) !
_____ ~_. '._. v -'_ ,.

(/- -, x ~,..\~ ~ )/'6(r t-,' ~))

-t .--.5 3_~\L~..fL~f.s.. )- ?
rt~-- y - <. (0) f5{JA. ~ (~»)



ex>

! :2rr '-'] 3~(jA.)

(3 (f + ~ C:- ) f~( ;:;~ l." )

dp-..

(p.-x -f-{E-)(f-'1-t;)

The last tenn in (2) then bec~:mes
00

f7
.2J (1-.)8(/) /

d fA If
.2.IT ~ ( P-.x -+ C(-)(/~

--~
()

'1.....l6) ( f (f- (~)

(3)
d. ;.-~

+tE-)y_y -CEo)

<1=----~
;-._. i"
I

f

Wewish to write this as an integral along a different contour (t;

-----~-~ .
// I· ~
I I \.
, \ \

L-------r' ~~ . \, '-------:
\ - ,
.~ I !

" \ )
·i /~!-_./

circles just cancel the second or third term.s in (2). (It can be proved

Assume that ~ ( fA- ) has no zero; then

the integre.nd of (5) will have no singulari-

that the contribution of the large circle ~ 0 at infinite radius.)



Then we are left with just S (x-Y) and thus we see that when «3( fJ-.)

has no zero, the scattering states alone satisfy the completeness condition~

If 12 (f--l-) does have a zero, then drawin,s a small circle T' round

we obtainr.x.

f dfA FI-'-~(x) -!-fA (y) :: ~ (x.-y) -f- C-
o

('
(;...,
,_/

plus the contribution from T'
r 12 t).L L lIlU t be chan :redto,.:0

Q:)

..D... .11.+-( ><~y) == I d.f" SL ( x , fA) Sl -f ( f) y) + -0_ ( xJ\ ) JlT- ( J\, Y)
D

~ ( x')
-----.1\ - X

g (y)

L\ - Y
and the integral in thG last term of (2)-S8ts a contribution from the

circle "

ness oondithn, is satisfied, with the extended definition of -fi.. which

includes A
~ pr~perties of ~~ ~
(i) .il. -t SL.- "=- -'"2- SL t ::: ,.

(ii) [1'!H n~ -=- tf -' or Jr' H Ii- =- /-10( ~ '"-/....:'2 ::: ..;'L 1-( or

interaction (when no boun~ state is present).
~~ is the Moller matrix for the mvdel. ~bat happens when a bound state

is present? The spectrmTI of H is now different frum that of HO. But we



bound state, f-I (;)I ( ),If ) S ( ).-fJ f:'-r- ~ If-\
.::: ;.. > 0

.•. ./\ !n l.Q r'( ,·1 .::: r 1\-

:: 0 o ilQ 'r (A.l " 5"; ~

r L'~
I

10•...

forward! But in general, when there are no bound states, H and HO are

construct soluable interacting relativistic particle systems. For this
~

purpose manufacture a unitary matrix 11. by any expedient means. If 1>",
--* ~ ~TO, H v and ;-<.;:> are the generators for the free system, we ask:

how can we construct the s8nerators for e.n interacting systems. We ch.)ose
•,-»' -i>- ~

P::: ...(1 P '" -1'1. r etc.; we should have p:::: -p c ,the generators
...,. -
J ~ TO

"'*
Hence JiL must leave P

-.>
and J unchanged.

*The actual construction of the new generators is a little complicated.

* See a fc:rthcoming paper ty Jordan, Mcccforlane and Sudarshan for' an
explicit construction.



(1)

(11) in our example above, we have introduced an arbitrary function
g(x) which is unsatisfactory;

Example: Consider electron-photJn scattering:
f} -+ rj ~ e --t- (l

~ ~
J . A

...•
,where l' is the charged

...•
current and A is the vector potential. We expect that for an electron

current should be small and should perhaps tend to zero with 4). But in

fact the cross-section approaches.a finite limit (the Thomson limit) as

Similar:ly consider IT T -+- 1'1 -?- Tr + +- 7

an electromagnetic field, the pion field is described by the equation



_qJ2.,~~

This gives a term of the form t L A r /I. t-'-

interaction that is independent of the n1G.gr..itudeof the particle momenturr .

(since it contains no derivative) and depends only on e. For the Dirac

equation (which is linear) we have nc term of the form
However, such a term is obtained by considering the contribution of nega-

In both the.a8ove examples, relativistic invariance has not been

sufficient; it has been necessary to invJke specific featues of tha in-

Another example is the requirement of "crossing symmetryl1 that relates

rrT + P .-,. -+
IT +- P

in fact, it is claimed by some people that these two amplitudes are dif-

In all these, we have requirements going beyond relativistic inva-

riance; a theory arising by making simple canonical transformations cannot

By introducing notions like the analyticity of the scattering ampli-

tude, it is possible to rule out particle theories of certain types, e·s·

Analyticity would rule out a theory that gave a scattering amplitude of

A / - ..
/- \./:: - <.

with an arbitrary real g(x) (which was not analytic~), for example, which



HI. x'
J

and found eignfunctions labelled by X and ;\

'\ f ex) f()..)
+- (~ ~ >( + (:f: )f ( ), + (' ~)

00

I - . 1. '/~ (2) _

by-the smue A and the same

The functions -l.Jr had the property

(vr (fro) S (/\ - fA)
't\' 'jA 0

Th·ere existed a certain unitary kansf arm 12. such that

-
The question of scatte~ihg arose ££~ as [ill ~~trinsi~ property of the system

H .o

""f~ ( c,,-,) above :lcquire a time dependence.
;,



f r) I~ ( A - G..J) t:
- ,-C0 P

We assert the following:

Assertion:: L,... cp, (t) e;;)i.2J:t- (),) ¢ 0 (t:)
t. ~ + CK) 1\ ,4

where ¢ ':0 (t:') is a free particle wave function with energy ~Ii

(We are going from the m~)mentumrepresentation to a time representa-

,.
the Riemann-Lebesgue lknm'a, stating that the Fourier transform with respect



r.
. I'

.t·VYI"'l

I: ~ '!: c,-'
¢ ( x, ~)

limit implied is the strong limit or t.he wGaklimit.

(The usual definition is as follows: Consider the quantity

(B J 4>Cx, -t:. )!A)with fixed A,B

if f I cjJ-Iy-,f:)JA> N converges then it lS a strong limit.)

OR l.[e take a quantity like (B I e- i. £ t .;, (x" t) / A >



- 97-

where H , the second que.ntis~d HE'.llliltonian, is an operator inC>R
Hilbert space; it dOGS not commute with ¢ .•

(Note: Given the field, how is the me..ss of the particle known?

¢2 ( X)

-,..
For a fixed h

; hence
--:> -->
R.

1
+- k~

~A can take ~n all possible real value.
-:b ~

(where /;;1) R~ refer to the .field s

<f; ex) ),
-;>

I'? and
J

.~

A .•.and henee

\(f( x) ::.I ;\0( <L, (x)
J.

t (x-) referring to a mass - mo< )



Consider a Hilbert space of all square-int86rable functiuns and a

single Ct,nstant -f: (i. e. a space 8f ('.-0 +1 dimensions) in which the scalar- v •

lX;f d X f ¥ (X) 'J (X) + Iv -*J V
()

I

~S()(-X!)
--,

I )

~ c.on'tl-
J 1>V(.(.(.rn



~ich is p~titicned into a continuous part and a discrete sub-matrix

(consisting of the s~n;le number m). Tho columen vector

f =0 i~:x1; the continuuus part represents the state. The

Hamiltonian H is given by
(- S ()( - X) f} (y) 1
I x: \

H----::> \ I

- - - I- - - - I- - - - - - - - ~
( X')

"I ji '1 m
'---

(-I l(/

H0 has a continum of solutions with their cGrresponding ccntinu0us in-

f::: I~O / with the discrete eigen. L v J

has its eieenvalue shifted to ill - ~ and its eigenfunction altered
{OJ- to [tr (X9 such that the normalization is preserved.l' L'}-J ~

. -+-When we take thE! limit as -t. -P - Cc only the singulari ties



(1) A Quantum Theory i.e. a theory - formulated in a Hilbert space.

(2) Relativistic Invariance.

(3) Fields

(4) Stastics

(5) Fositive definiteness of theEnery; the spectrum condition.

(6) Particle interpretatiun; the asymptotic condition.

(7) Interacting fields.

(1) Hilbert space Formulation.

nics, we have (square integrable) functions of one variable,
~ --';>f; -..,.,. - r.. \7 Fs<

-t=-(x)

I d
-:- -( 0 x...

Whereas in classical mechanics, we have functions of two variables,
f ( :z" y) / 6-7>

/ .

In Quantum Mechanics, any quantity that commutes with both ~ and p
must be multiple of the unit operator; but this is net be so in classical

mechanics (instead any quantity th~t has vanishing P.bts with both q and



tiple of the identity.

(2) Relativistic Invariance.

In a Lorentz transformatbn X -., 1\ 't. + a.. , we require that the

dynillllicai variable ¢ must transform accordin:; to

1> / f\ X + 3 )
, -.-

formation; the fields must transforl!i £i.ccc:rding tc II (/\ ,G) is a re-

presente.tion (I\. / a) ~ U- ( i\ ,a) in the sense that if two transforma-
.; .

tiLns (/\./ :~l, ) and (j\-;<., 0:>.) combine to give (1\ ...0)

(/\, jrJ,)( 1\ l :q,) ~ (!~FQ)

iJ ( (\, P,) U ( /\ 2 /A ,'J 7 . U ([\, () ) P (/7. ( 1\ J 0, .Jl L 0. '- )

Le. U ( !\ r.\.) is £i. representation upto a multiplication constant, Le.

a projective representati"m. Fer the Lorentz group we can always choose

.J.. -< 'i (f~, 0 I " A :<. 0 J. )

We can have both (i) and (ii) only if

c-p(!\ x + ~) ~ U (I\. Ir:i) ¢(K) U-
t

(/\ ,a)



(3) Fields.

cJ>+ f ¢ ( x) { ~ (x) d3
::: ,-- x

TT'J f TT {'if} rCd) 3
~ ~ d :J-

J ( X) et3x

For properly chosen f, g we may take ¢ 7 and T1 ~ to be operators; we must

think of the "field operators" ¢ (x) not as operators but as operator-



kind as a proton and electron that are lIfar apartll (ionised hydro':J'nt).

For many purposes, w~ can label them in term of the free-particle states,

but this fails for states in which the particles remain to:sether.

We temporarily ignore such states and assume that all states can be

labelled by their asymptotic momenta. We then ask the question: Can we

give a particle interpretation of interacting fields also by considering

some variety of hasymptoticlI fields?

Here we are associating free-particle labels with interacting fields •

.But free-particle labels can be associated with free fields also.

Thus, by assumption, we are in effect requiring that with the inter-

acting fields we should be able to associate linearly a set of free fields,

or put in a different way, that there must exist' free! ields obtained by

,£onsidering the "asymptotic limits" of interacting fields. This require-

ment is the Asy~r.PTarIC COl..'DITION ,

But to specify how the "asymptotic limits" are obtained and of what

kind they are is & difficult que8tion.

We can use the new "associded fra$ fields" tc interpret the in-

teracting fields.

(5) Interacting Fields.

Thera are two different ways of introducing the concept of an inter-

acting field. The first is to any that it is not a free field. A more

useful approach is related tJ thG particle interpretation. We ask the ques-

tion: ~at is the amount of scattering (or reaction) that would result

~en two or more particles come together?

A theory includes a true interaction if it allows the corresponding

particles to exchange momentum and energy, or particles to be created or

destroyed i.e. for interacting fields, the scattering matrix must not be

unit;y.



(6) Statistics.

following types of equal-time commut&tion rules:

(1) Commutator,= an ima~in~ry multiple of a 6 -function, associ~ted

("'Anti-c9mmutator = a real multiple of a d -function) associated
"

black-body radi[;tion; the stLtistics for ph8tons could be tested by looking

for positive correlations in fluctuations of intensity (or photo~laotr1c

See article by L.Mandel in "PrcGTess in Optic~lI, VoLII, ed. E.Wolf,
North-Holland Publishing Co~pany, Amsterdmn (1963).



be Fermi) from muon pair producticn cross-section. For
p' <.)

18 evidence for its Bose character from the decay \, .-;>.

mesons, there
TT°-+-T/c

follows: KO
. 1

..:;)
has zero spin; thus the two identical TT ~1esons are in a

uelusion that the TT is a boson is based on the assumption that a particle

Pauli proved that under certain conditions the above is true, or
•rather that the nezative of the above is false. As in mest proofs, he

•concluding from this that integral spin fields bYe Bose fields etc. over-



not be space-lik~ as [3 direct consequence of the condition that the energy•
must be pcsitive.

The (E;P) 4-vectors can be time-like

mass m defined by

m2 = E2 p2

we have the conditions that the .spectru~ of m2 must be ncn-nG~ative.

This is often st:lted as THESPEq:rRUh CONDITION:The Hamiltonian H I
must be positive definite (or at least non-negative).



Consider the fol10wing theorem:
Theorem: In quantum mechanics, if we have a family of time-dependent

Let the operators be A, B, C, ••• suc~ that the functionals
SL (A) ::::~ A etc. are finite (as the distinguishing linear fun-

cticnals should be bounded.)
The density operator fJ defines the linear mappin6s of operators

I

lh- (fA)
since /0 is Hermitian.

Then if we have a family of time-dependent mappin~s f·~ If == Lt f
c1t, J.t.., +- f:<. for all t I ; t.z (including

negative Vc lues), then tl)is group must be of the form
P,-:- - t H t: -i- i I-! t
{L- - < roe

1-1 r :: /1
(For proof, see Dyn&mical mappinjs of Density operators in Quantum Mecha-

nics, II Tbne-dependent mappin~s) by Jordan, Pinsky, and Sudarshan; Journal
, . . / -

of Mathematics Physics, 3, 848 (1962). ). 1~need not refer to the time;

transform accorcing to
cp ( >< ') -'> U ( /\. )CI) -::-p ( )() U --{( /\.. ) (1) ::- ¢J ( Il X + Q)

F -
1\ ,c-' ... -

~/(U 1\ ) 0) r/\, 0 u .(/\ Q)



5. Statistics of Elementary Particles-Para-

Stati sties.

exchange of two particles.
I

We have seen thet for electrons there is good evidence for Fermi

statistics for photons, black-cody radiation is presumpbly good evidence

1
for Bo~e statistics; for muons from photoproduction of ffiuonpairs; but for

pions, the evidence is a little more slim, as noted earlier •.,
,

In ordillary quantum mechanics, we have

f (~I p)::: [f; I-I]

Consider the harmonic oscillator;
-, :lp"" ,,' I/-1 -:: ----!: -if -

;Z
«0 - I)

• ¥ - I

C"lr ;- t. (J

~
If commutation relations are used,

H = 1/2 ( a ·~·a+ ao.i'-) - 1/2;

for a aT = 1/2 (q2 + p2) + 1./2 (pq _qp)
'1-

and a a = 1/2(q2 + p2) 1/2 (pq -qp)



ra I 0.:; _ = scalar, the relation (e.) would be aut om a:'"

tically satisfied. But there are an infinity of other solutions besides
r -;--
IQ j Q I = scalar. (Note:
'- --- -

fied by the oscillator).

Reference: H,S, Green, Pby~.Rev. 9Q; 270. (1953),

b
11-0, .

(i)

supplement' this by one more
rL~~T ~ IJ 'l J -L V-o ,'£'-tJ __

~-t £-, + Pr!- ~ i· A ::- 0
tt /, '- I\. ~ ,~

hll v.'""J:r/> t- f: +- t~ell I~/~:: ;;h-()



(i) .e :1- ()From we oe-u deduce tha.t -
;'-')- -

From (ii), we can deduce that );:.. ~ - r'-_. l..-/

(From i-,.,3 ::::0 cannot deduce a 2 :::-0one ,5-
( .'1.

Example: TakJ the operator J = J1 + iJ2+
For a spin 0 field, J+ = 0

For a spin 1/2 field, l = 0+

For a spin 1 field, J3 = 0
+

For a spin 3/2 field, J4 = 0 etc.
+

A particular construction for operators of the type (ii) is as follows:

Take (i) with an index 01.. .= 1,2, ..... ;

i.e.
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satisfy (iii), then th~ ~\ satisfy (ii).



And take (1ii); with C ] + replaced by
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Suppose there exists a state (J2 > such that
t a I .iL) = Q.a ,
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ISL >then _. I a a - Q. .a = Q,

+-
vive a linear combination (...0_"/ and cf .~ ISL ') = (SL' />

have a representation by these two vectors in a 2-dimensional Hilbert space.

(A representation mAy be obtained by .oonsidering

a 1- operating on one basis gives the second basis
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•A possible representati0n of these mey ~e obtained by taking the
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It is more difficult to prove the nniqueness of a representation here, i.e.

I Y\ > It-) (. /- (q / ' {7:1 I c:)~
,

The projection operator for the state t n "- is P = In> /n \I / n "'-.

We now ask: Given the WightmBn system, ~upplemented by the hypothesis
, .
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For an ordinary Bose system, we have only three 2-partic1es states.




